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Abstract. Advances in computation and communication technologies allow users to access computer networks,
using portable computing devices via a wireless connection, while mobile. Furthermore, multidatabases offer
practical means of managing information sharing from multiple preexisting heterogeneous databases. By superimposing the mobile computing environment onto the multidatabase system, a new computing environment is
attained.
In this work, we concentrate on the effects of the mobile-computing environment on query processing in
multidatabases. We show how broadcasting, as a possible solution, would respond to current challenges such as
bandwidth and storage limitations. Organizing data objects along a single-dimension broadcast channel should
follow the semantic links assumed within the multiple-dimension objects’ structure. Learning from our past
experiences in objects organization on conventional storage mediums (disks), we propose schemes for organizing
objects along a single broadcast air channel. The proposed schemes are simulated and analyzed.
Keywords: mobile computing, wireless communication, multidatabases broadcasting, global information
sharing

1.

Introduction

Traditionally, most computing environments assume a networked architecture and applications based on client-server or peer-to-peer paradigms. The widespread availability of
computer networks and the popularity of portable computing devices have made it possible
to access information resources regardless of the location. However, the user is limited
in accessing information resources while he/she is physically connected to a network—
“sometime/somewhere” environment. Recently, we have witnessed a new breed of application in which, regardless of the location, the user is required to retrieve, update, and
process information while in motion and without an explicit physical connection to the
network—“anytime/anywhere” or location-independent environment [8]. The mobile computing environment (ubiquitous or nomadic) was developed to meet these new requirements
[11, 12, 19]. Three main characteristics, namely, wireless communication, mobility, and
portability, distinguish this environment [12]. As reported in the literature, frequent disconnection, lower communication bandwidth, limited energy sources and limited resources
at the mobile host unit are current challenges facing the mobile computing environment.
In parallel to the recent technological advances, information technology has also experienced a great deal of progress and maturity during the past three decades. The so called
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multidatabases and federated databases were intended to facilitate the global information
sharing process among a collection of autonomous and heterogeneous databases in spite
of their syntactical and semantic differences. With the networked environment as the underlying infrastructure, multidatabase systems (MDBSs) provide a means for integrating
the data from preexisting, distributed, heterogeneous databases and presenting global users
with transparent methods to access the global information with a single query [5, 18]. A key
feature is that the individual databases retain their autonomy, in order to serve their existing customer set. Such preservation of local autonomy protects an organization’s existing
investment and users’ training.
A new computational environment is obtained by superimposing the mobile computing
paradigm over the traditional multidatabase environment. This new environment differs
from the traditional multidatabase environment by the fact that it supports a new breed
of client. These clients are mobile, communicate in a wireless format, and contain limited resources and energy sources [2, 8]. The challenges introduced by this computing
environment have their root in the characteristics of the mobile devices and thus influence
different aspects of multidatabases, e.g., query processing. Therefore, it is necessary to find
alternative solutions to counteract such impact. The literature has suggested broadcasting
(one-way communication pattern) as a possible solution to the traditional two-way communication scheme. In broadcasting, the data (public data, e.g., stock prices) is broadcast
over the air channels. A mobile host unit in search of certain data could access the appropriate air channel upon which the data is being broadcast, and retrieve the required data
items.
The format and structure of the data on the air channel dictate the method by which the
search and retrieval operations are performed. For numerous applications, the data to be
broadcast is of a multimedia or hypertext format (text, graphics, video, and voice). Such
data, and in most cases, would originate from an information resource available within the
federation of information that is normally governed by a multidatabase system. Objectoriented modeling has proven to be effective in modeling multimedia data and integrating
data from multiple resources [3, 13]. Therefore, in this work, we assume the data on the
air channel to appear as objects.
Object clustering as a means of improving performance has been studied extensively
within the scope of conventional object-oriented databases [4, 7, 9, 15, 16]. Due to the
natural differences between the serial air channel and the random-access disk, one has to
look at different and efficient methodology to organize and cluster objects on the air channel.
This work proposes a method that: (i) respects the ordering of objects represented by an
object graph, (ii) attempts to cluster related objects close to one another, and, (iii) provides
more availability of frequently requested objects.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 overviews the underlying environment.
Section 3 discusses the related work that has been suggested for object clustering and
organization on conventional storage (disk(s)) and air channel(s), respectively. The proposed
algorithms for the air channel are introduced in Section 4. These algorithms are simulated
and the results are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the work and lists
future research directions.
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Figure 1.

2.
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Mobile information system.

Environment

Broadcasting information is not a new concept. Whether through a guided (such as a cable)
or unguided medium (such as air) the principle is the same. The concept is based on the encoding and transmission of the desired signal (analog or digital) on a certain frequency. The
encoded information is supplied by one source and read by multiple receivers. Broadcasting
has been used extensively in multiple disciplines.
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the environment being assumed. The data to be broadcast
is available at the database server. The data is transmitted to the mobile support stations
(MSSs). A MSS broadcasts the data on a certain air channel and is responsible for servicing
the mobile hosts (MHs) within its cell. The MHs within the corresponding cell are capable
of tuning to the air channel and retrieving such data. Since broadcasting provides the
information only in one direction. The bandwidth does not need to be scaled as the number
of users accessing the channel increases. Therefore, broadcasting is an attractive solution
for the challenge of a limited bandwidth. Also, since the information on the air could be
considered “storage on the air”, it offers an elegant solution to compensate for the limited
resources at the MH. Broadcasting is an ideal medium for applications that utilize public and
location-dependent data—e.g., location of emergency vehicles, road tariffs, traffic maps,
weather maps, stock prices and graphs, taxi dispatching, mail tracking, airline schedules,
news, and locations of color printers in the vicinity.
We refer to the set of all broadcast data elements as the broadcast. A broadcast is performed in a cyclic manner. The MH can only read from the broadcast, whereas the database
server is the only entity that can write to the broadcast. Since dependencies can exist among
the data items within the broadcast, and since data items might be replicated within a broadcast, it is assumed that updates of data elements within a broadcast are only reflected at the
following cycle. This constraint enforces the integrity among the data elements within the
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broadcast. In order to ensure synchronization among the different MSS, we assume that
every broadcast contains an index of its data. When a MH leaves the cell of a certain MSS,
the pointers pointing to the data on the broadcast become stale. Therefore, as a MH crosses
the boundary of a new cell, it downloads (or looks up) the pointers to the data that it had
intended to retrieve from the previous broadcast.
3.

Object organization

Proper organization of data objects as a means of reducing latency has been the subject of intensive research during the past four decades. Whether the physical storage medium is a flat
memory or a multiple-plate disk structure, an appropriate data placement algorithm should
attempt to detect data locality and cluster related data close to one another. The objects
in an object-oriented paradigm are normally associated with one another through several
semantic connections—inheritance, aggregation, or association. An object-clustering algorithm takes advantage of such relationships and attempts to map a complex object into
a linear sequence of objects along these semantic links. In many practical applications,
object relationships are not random but can be expressed as a hierarchy or a directed acyclic
graph (dag) in which objects are represented as the vertexes (or nodes) and edges (or links)
are the relationships among these objects. Typical operations performed on a dag are the
navigation of its nodes along its links. It has been shown that such clustering can improve
the response time by order of magnitude.
In the conventional computing environment, where objects are persistent data elements
stored on disk(s), the clustering algorithms proposed in the literature are intended to place
semantically connected objects physically along the sectors of the disk(s) close to one
another. The employment of broadcasting in the mobile-computing environment motivates
the need to study the proper data organization along the sequential air channel.
3.1.

Disk(s)

Banerjee et al. [4] suggested three types of clustering sequences in a CAD object-oriented
database-depth first, breadth first, and children-depth-first. Chang et al. [7] developed a
clustering algorithm for objects with multiple relationships and different access frequencies
among objects. Based on the notion provided by [7], Cheng et al. [10] analyzed the
clustering technique by studying the effect of object updating when tuning the disk page
read/write ratio.
Chehadeh et al. [9] investigated object clustering in a parallel disk environment; namely,
clustered, synchronized, declustered, and declustered-synchronized disks. The work analyzed the conceptual changes required to map the clustering scheme proposed in [10] onto
parallel disks. Finally, Lim et al. [16] studied the employment of the clustering scheme of
[10] in a distributed environment.
Figure 2 depicts a weighted dag and the resulting clustering sequences achieved when
different clustering techniques are applied. It should be noted that the techniques proposed
in [4] are only applicable to non-weighted dags and that the techniques proposed in [7] and
[10] generate the same clustering sequence.
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Figure 2.

3.2.
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Graph and various clustering methods.

Air channel

A disk and an air channel have different mediums; in addition, they have major structural
and functional differences. The disk has a three-dimensional structure made out of tracks on
multiple plates composing cylinders (disks can have a four-dimensional structure if multiple
disks are used). An air channel, on the other hand, is a one-dimensional structure (similar
to that of the magnetic tape). The disk has a random-access feature and the air channel
is sequential in nature. Information supplied by the air channel can not be backed up and
re-read. Finally, the current raw data rate of a disk is generally much larger than that of the
air channel.
The works of Zdonik et al. [20] and Acharya et al. [1] investigated two issues, namely,
the mapping of disk pages onto a broadcast channel and the effect that such organization
might have on the management of cache at the MH. These works brings a new and creative
idea of how disk pages should be mapped along the air channel. In that research, if a data
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item is to be broadcast more frequently, then the entire page is broadcast more frequently.
In addition, due to the plain structural nature of the page-based environment, the research
looked at the pages as abstract entities and hence did not consider the page contents (data
and its semantics) in generating the order of the pages. In object-oriented systems, directed
semantics among objects greatly influence the method in which objects are retrieved, and
thus, have their direct influence on the placement of these objects/pages.
4.

Object organization on an air channel

In spite of the differences between a disk and an air channel, from a database perspective,
the goal in organizing information on the air channel is still the same as that of the disk—to
reduce the response time for accessing a series of objects requested. In order to achieve this
goal, the object organization on an air channel has to meet the following three criteria:
1. Linear ordering: As noted before, the air channel is a single-dimension sequential
access structure. This fact requires that the object ordering be linear (or topologically
ordered). In a dag representing an object schema structure, an edge between two nodes
could signify an access pattern among the two nodes; retrieving the object representing
the first node could trigger the retrieval of the second object. Therefore, if an edge exists
from an object a to an object b, then to achieve minimum delays between object(s)
retrieval(s), a has to appear before b. We define the linearity property to be the fact
that if an edge exists between two objects o1 and o2 and in the direction o1 → o2 , then
o1 should be placed prior to o2 . As can be seen in figure 2, the solutions provided for
object(s) clustering on a disk do not satisfy the linearity property. This is not a drawback
in the algorithms, but rather a feature that was not required due to the multidimensional
structure and random access capability of the disks.
2. Minimum linear distance between related objects: In a query, multiple objects might
be retrieved following their connection pattern. Reducing the distance among these
objects along the broadcast reduces the average delay generated while waiting between
the retrieval of two objects. This requirement is also valid within the disk environment
and supported by the disk-based clustering algorithms.
3. More availability for popular objects: In a database, not all objects are accessed with
the same frequency. Generally, requests to data follow the 20/80 rule—a popular small set
of the data (20%) is accessed the majority of the time (80%). Considering the sequential
access pattern of the broadcast channel, providing more availability for popular objects
can be achieved by simply replicating such objects. One mechanism to determine which
objects are more popular than others utilizes a feedback channel. Query engines at the
MHs can report back, via the feedback channel, the object identifiers that were retrieved.
Statistical analysis can be applied to such data in order to study the access patterns
and objects that are more popular than others. Utilizing feedback channels assumes a
two-way communication structure. This fact increases the traffic on the air channels.
However, such increase is relatively minor, since the information provided from the MH
to the MSS is of statistical type nature (e.g., a list of the objects identifiers retrieved
during this broadcast).
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Figure 3.

4.1.
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Graph, linear sequences, and costs.

Linearity and minimum linear distance

Figure 3 depicts a directed graph and multiple linear sequences that satisfy the linear
property. The individual middle columns represent the cost of delays between every two
objects connected via an edge. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality,
we use an object unit as a unit of measurement and assume that all objects are of equal
size. The cost associated with an edge between a pair of objects is calculated by counting
the number of objects that separate these two objects in the linear sequence (including
the starting object). For example, in the first row, for the link ad, objects a and d are
separated by the sequence bfgch and thus have a cost of 6. Note that ideally, we would like
every edge to have a cost of 1. However, due to the linear sequence, such a requirement is
impossible to achieve. The right-most column represents the total cost associated with each
individual linear sequence. An optimal sequence is the linear sequence with the minimum
total sum. In a query where multiple related objects are retrieved, a minimum average linear
distance translates into minimum average delay between successive object retrievals, and
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thus, smaller overall response times. In this example, the optimum linear sequence achieves
a total sum of 26 and is shown in bold borders in the sixth row.
One method in obtaining an optimal linear sequence is to enumerate and calculate all
possible linear sequences with their associated costs and then choose the sequence with the
minimum cost. Naturally, such a solution, though simple, is computationally impractical.
We propose a set of heuristic rules that generate a linear sequence with a reasonable cost.
Definition 1. A free node is a node that has either one or no parent. In figure 3, node e is
a free node whereas node h is not. A graph containing only free nodes makes up a forest.
Heuristic rules.
(i) Order the children of a node based on their number of descendants in ascending
order—the child with the least number of descendants is placed first in the sequence.
(ii) Once a node is selected, all its descendants should be visited and placed on the sequence
in a depth first manner, without any interruption from breadth siblings.
(iii) If a node has a non-free child with all of its parents already visited, the non-free child
should be inserted in the linear sequence before any free child.
The advantage of the first two heuristics can be seen in figure 4. The most efficient
sequence is the fourth one, where the nodes are selected based on the number of descendants
in an ascending order (x, y, or (y, x) then w) and depth-first descendants (z) are not
interrupted by breadth siblings (x and y). The other possible sequences do not comply with
the heuristics and thus incur higher overall costs.
The advantage of the third heuristics is depicted in figure 5 (which shows a graph with
a non-free node (n)). The third sequence complies with the third heuristic (along with the
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Figure 5.

77

Graph with non-free node.

first two) by placing n right after inserting l in the sequence. And thus resulting in the least
overall cost.
Algorithm APPROXIMATELINEARORDER implements these heuristics and summarizes the
sequence of the operations required in obtaining a linear sequence. The algorithm assumes
a greedy strategy and starts by selecting a node with an in-degree of zero and out degree of at
least one. The algorithms operates by satisfying the three heuristics. The DFS assumption
made in lines 1 satisfies the second heuristic. The first if statement guarantees the third
heuristic, and finally the node selection process in line 9 satisfies the third heuristic.
APPROXIMATELINEARORDER
1 traverse dag using DFS traversal
2
append the traversed node N to sequence
3
remove N from {nodes to be traversed}
4 if {non-free children of N having all their parents already in the sequence} 6= ∅
5
Set ← {non-free children of N having all their parents already in the sequence}
6 else
7
if {free children of N } 6= ∅
8
Set ← {free children of N }
9 NextNode ← node ∈ Set | node has least # of descendants among the nodes in Set.
Applying this algorithm to the graph of figure 3 generates either the fifth or eleventh
sequence. This is dependent on whether c or d was chosen first as the child with the least
number of free-children. As one can observe, neither of these sequences is the optimal
sequence; however, they are reasonably better than other sequences and can practically be
obtained in polynomial time.
It should be noted that nodes not connected to any other nodes—nodes with in-degree and
out-degree of zeros—are considered harmful and thus are not be handled by the algorithm.
Having them in the middle of the sequence introduces delays between objects along the
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sequence. Therefore, we exclude them from the set of nodes to be traversed and handle
them by appending them to the end of the sequence. In addition, when multiple dags are to
be mapped along the air channel, the mapping should be done with no interleaving between
the nodes of the dags. The interleaving should not be performed, since it would introduce
additional nodes in between the original nodes of the individual dags. When mapped along
the air channel, the interleaving translates into additional delays between the objects.
4.2.

Varying levels of connectivity

In a complex object, objects are connected through semantic links. Moreover, in practice,
the degree of connectivity among objects varies. The frequency of accesses of objects in an
object-oriented database reveals that some patterns are more frequently traversed than others
[7, 10]. This observation motivates us to develop a new algorithm that attempts to cluster
strongly connected objects closer to each other. The algorithm PARTIALLYLINEARORDER
takes a weighted dag as its input and produces a linear sequence. It combines the nodes
(single nodes) of the graph into multi nodes in a descending order of their connectivity
(semantic links). The fist insertion of single nodes within a multi node has to respect the
linear order at the granularity level of the single nodes. The multi nodes are merged (with
multi nodes or single nodes) at the multi node granularity, without interfering with internal
ordering sequences of a multi node. In the algorithm, the for loop in lines 2–3 merges
single nodes together to generate multi nodes. The for loop starting at line 4 merges the
multi nodes with adjacent multinodes or single nodes (note that AN could be either a
multi node or a single node). To guarantee an average minimum distance among related
objects, the ordering of a merge between a multi node and an adjacent node is based on the
shorter weighted linear distances between the two of them in both directions. The following
formula is used to measure the weighted linear distance:
Weighted Linear DistanceIJ
X
wij
,
=
length[multi
node
]
−
order[single
node I ] + order[single node J ]
I
All Edges I→J
(1)
where length[multi node] is the number of single nodes within a multi node and
order[single node] is the location number of the single node within the multi node. Figure
6 shows an example of merging two multi nodes and the associated distances in both direction. As can be seen, although one multi node is connected to the other via a higher weight
(2), the other is connected via a smaller weight (1) twice. Therefore, in this example the
exact order would be I followed by J . Figure 7 depicts an example of the running process
of this algorithm.
PARIALLYLINEARORDER
1 for every weight ws in descending order
2
for every two nodes N1 & N2 connected by ws
3
merge Ni & N j into one multi node
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Figure 6.
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Linear distance in multi-nodes.

for every multi node MN
wm = ws − 1
for every weight wm in descending order
while ∃ adjacent node AN connected to MN
if ∃ an edge in both directions between MN & AN
compute WeightedLinearDistanceMN AN & WeightedLinearDistanceAN MN
merge MN & AN into one multi node, based on the appropriate direction
Object replication

An appropriate mapping scheme should allow the replication of some popular objects on
the air channel. Such a scheme should take three main issues into consideration:
(i) The number of times an object should be replicated,
(ii) The region(s) within the broadcast where an object should be replicated, and
(iii) The distribution of replicated objects in each region.
1. Number of replications. We assume that there is a feedback channel through which the
server is capable of measuring the retrieval frequency of each object. The information on
these feedback channels is directed from the MHs to the MSS. Such information could be
represented as a string of object identifiers (OIDs) accessed by the MHs. The string can
be divided into two parts. One part would include the OIDs of objects accessed through
their semantic links, and the other would include OIDs of objects accessed on a random
basis. The popularity of each object is proportional to the retrieval frequency. Hence,
the retrieval frequency is used as a means for determining the degree of replication for
each object. It should be noted that assuming a feedback channel results in increasing
the traffic (and hence reducing the bandwidth per user) on the air channels. However,
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Figure 7. Process of PARTIALLYLINEARORDER. (a) Original graph, (b) First and second iterations, and (c) Third
iterations.

this increase is only minimal, since it only includes statistical information of the objects
that were accessed by the MSS and does not include lengthy information such as queries
or response to queries.
2. Replication region. Both APPROXIMATELINEARORDER and PARTIALLYLINEARORDER algorithms attempt to map a dag into a linear sequence. The appearance of each
object on this linear sequence (MainCopy) partitions the air channel into two regions—
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Figure 8.
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Example of replicated object distribution.

the region before and after the MainCopy. An object can be accessed either randomly
or via its semantic link. In order to preserve the connections from ancestors leading
to this object, a popular object that is generally accessed via its semantic links should
be replicated after the MainCopy. Therefore, for each object, the number of random
accesses and the number of references via the semantic links (obtained via the feedback
channel) are used to determine the number of replications to be distributed along the
entire broadcast and those to be distributed strictly following the MainCopy, respectively.
3. Replication distribution. Although the main advantage of replicating popular objects
is to reduce the amount of delays for these objects, the incurred disadvantage is the
extra delays introduced for the non-replicated objects [1]. To show this, consider figure
8. Originally three objects O1 , O2 , and O3 are available on the broadcast (a). Assume that
the probabilities for accessing these three objects are the same (each at 0.33). Assume
that the access on average hits the broadcast at the mid point of an object, all objects are
equal in size, and the broadcast in successive cycles have the same objects in the same
order. The average delay for every object (in object units) would be:
0.33[0.33(2.5) + 0.33(1.5) + 0.33(0.5)] = 0.5 objects
(The value outside the square bracket is the probability and the value within the square
bracket is the average distance to be traveled). Taking the sum of the three equal average
delays for the three objects, we get an overall average delay of 1.5 objects.
Assume that O2 is a popular object and should be replicated. Figure 8(b) shows one
possible layout for the four objects. Let us consider the average delays for the objects in
(b). For objects O1 and O3 it is:
0.33[0.25(3.5) + 0.25(2.5) + 0.25(1.5) + 0.25(0.5)] = 0.67 object
whereas for object O2 it is:
0.33[0.25(0.5) + 0.25(0.5) + 0.25(2.5) + 0.25(1.5)] = 0.4167 object
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Taking the sum of the four average delays for the three objects, we get an overall average
delay of:
0.67 + 0.67 + 0.4167 + 0.4167 = 1.75 object
This analysis suggests that the overall average delay increased when replication is used.
However, this result is misleading due to two reasons: First, the analysis assumed that
all object had equal probabilities of being accessed. Such an assumption contradicts the
fact that popular objects have higher probability of being accessed than no-popular ones.
Second, the distribution used in placing both copies of O2 in figure 8(b) did not distribute
the copies uniformly. This fact does not agree with the basic assumption that the probability of accessing the broadcast at any time is uniform. Observing these two points,
we see the need to conduct the analysis using a uniform distribution, while varying the
probability of accessing a popular (replicated) object. A uniform distribution is shown
in figure 8(c). Figure 9 plots the resulting overall average delay vs. the object access

Figure 9.
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probability distribution for both the no-replication and the uniform replication figure 8(c)
cases. The sum of the distribution of the probabilities (given in terms of [O1 , O2 , O3 ])
at any time for is equal to 1. As can be seen from the figure, the average delay for the
no-replication case stays the same throughout. This is due to the fact that although the average delay for the individual objects changes, the average distance to be traveled is the
same for all objects. Therefore, the overall sum ends up to be the same. For the replication
case, the average distance to be traveled is shorter for O2 than for O1 and O3 . Therefore, as the probability of access for O2 increases, the overall average delay decreases.
We refer to the intersection point of the two curves as the replication-break-even point
(RBEV).
Definition 2.

RBEV is a point beyond which replication proves to be profitable.

In this example, for an object access probability distribution larger than [0.25, 0.5, 0.25],
replication should be used for O2 .
Algorithm REPLICATION summarizes the sequence of the operations necessary to perform
in obtaining the entire broadcast (including all the replicated objects in their appropriate
locations) at the beginning of every broadcast cycle. The following symbols are used in the
algorithm:
SetObjToBeRep
NumObj
RandomRepCopies[o]
ConenctionRepCopies[o]
RepFrequency[o]

AccessProb
ObjAccessProbDist[o]

The set of all popular objects
Number of objects on the broadcast excluding any replicated
copies
Number of copies of object o to be replicated due to random
access to object o
Number of copies of object o to be replicated due to accessing
o based on a connection
Number of copies object o is to be replicated as a function of
the interest of users. It is equal to RandomRepCopies[o]
plus ConenctionRepCopies[o]
Probability of accessing a certain object from SetObjToBeRep
Access probability distribution of o (point on the x-axis)

As can be seen from the algorithm, the first for loop calculates the maximum number of
objects to appear on the broadcast. The second for loop selects the objects to be replicated
in an ascending order of their access probability. In order to obtain the RBEV, both the no
replication and the uniform replication data (the curves in figure 9) have to be obtained.
Note that the no replication data is the same for all objects. If the required access probability
distribution has a value along the x axis that is less than the x-axis value of the RBEV, then
the replication of all objects (including the object being considered) with higher access
probabilities would be beneficial and should be included on the broadcast. Otherwise, the
object being considered should not be replicated and the process is repeated for object with
the next higher access probability. The final for loop uniformly replicates the desired object
either after the MainCopy or throughout the entire broadcast.
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REPLICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Generate linear sequence
for each o ∈ SetObjToBeRep
TotalNumObj ← NumObj + RepFrequency[o]
ObjToBeRep ← Number of objects in SetObjToBeRep
for each o ∈ SetObjToBeRep in ascending order of AccessProb
Obtain RBEV
if ObjAccessProbDist[o] < RBEV
TotalNumOfObj ← TotalNumObj − RepFrequency[o]
ObjToBeRep–
else
break
for j ← ObjToBeRep downto 1
o ∈ SetObjToBeRep in descending order of AccessProb
Distribute RandomRepCopies[o] uniformly along broadcast
Distribute ConenctionRepCopies[o] uniformly after MainCopy

5.

Performance evaluation and results

A simulator was developed to study the behavior of the proposed mapping algorithms
based on a set of rich statistical parameters. In addition, as part of our study, we also took
steps to develop a testbed to measure the effectiveness of these algorithms. Our testbed
is an object-oriented database. The OO7 benchmark [6] (due to its rich schema graph for
a general object-oriented database application) was chosen to generate the access pattern
graphs. The drawback of the OO7 benchmark is that it assumes a CAD application and
thus provides meta data accordingly. In a broadcasting environment, the applications are
normally assumed to have “public” data which is to be shared among a large population
of users. Therefore, we choose a financial database as our underlying database. We used
the NASDAQ exchange as our base model, where data is in both textual and multimedia
(graphics—i.e., graphs and tables) formats.
5.1.

Parameters

Table 1 provides a brief description of the input and output parameters. The simulator is
designed to measure the average access delay for the various input parameters. Table 2
provides a listing of the input parameters, along with their default values and possible
ranges. The default values are set as the value of the parameter when other parameters are
varied during the course of the simulation. The ranges are used when the parameter itself
is varied.
• Number of nodes: This parameter represents the number of objects to be mapped along
the air channel. Since the number of securities within the NASDAQ exchange is 5464
[17], we chose 5000 as our default value. Note that only 10% of the securities mostly
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Table 1.

Description of parameters.

Parameter

Brief description
Input parameters

Number of nodes

Number of objects within the graph (excluding replication)

Object size

Sizes of objects (small/medium/large)

Object-size distribution

Distribution of the sizes of objects within the database

Next-node ratio

Connectivity to next node (through a random request or via a connection)

Out-degree distribution

Distribution of the type of nodes based on their out-degrees

Level distribution

Semantic connectivity among two objects (weak/normal/strong)

Percentage of popular objects

Percentage of objects requested more often than others

Replication frequency

The number of times a popular object is to be replicated

Average access delay

In a single query, the average delay between accessing two objects

Output parameter

Table 2.

Input-parameter values.
Parameter
Number of nodes

Default value

Ranges

5000

400–8000

2 ≤ 0 < 20

2–20

Object size (in bytes)
Small
Medium
Large
Object-size distribution [S : M : L]
Next-node ratio [C : R]
Out-degree distribution [0 : 1 : 2 : 3]

20 ≤ 0 < 7 K

20–7 K

7 K ≤ 0 < 50 K

7 K–50 K

1:1:1

0–6 : 0–6 : 0–6

8:2

0–10 : 10–0

3:3:2:1

1–6 : 1–6 : 1–6 : 1–6

Level distribution [W : N : S]

1:1:1

1–4 : 1–4 : 1–4

Percentage of popular objects

20%

10–50%

2

1–10

Replication frequency

are active on a daily basis. To achieve more insight about the behavior of our algorithms,
this parameter was varied in the range of 400 to 8000.
• Object-size and size distribution: In a database, objects are of variable sizes. The objects within our assumed database could be as simple as a security quote or as complicated
as a complex object representing a collection of simpler objects—graphs and figures. In
our study, the object size is classified as small, medium, and large. A small object is
assumed to be less than 20 bytes long. In order to gain more insight on the size(s) of
objects to be represented in a graphic format, we conducted a simple experiment by plotting a security graph in different graphic formats. The graph had the physical dimension
of 4 × 3 inches (358 pix) × (481 pix). Such dimensions are reasonably within the size
of the displays of the majority of portable units. The results of the experiment are shown
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Object sizes for various graphics formats.
Size (in bytes)
Format
Gif

Sun raster

•

•

•

•

•

Resolution

No. of colors

Regular

Compressed

480 × 360

16

6977

Same

1024 × 768

256

421189

Same

480 × 360

16

172609

7519

1024 × 768

256

789079

613057

in Table 3. Based on these results, we choose 7 and 50 K bytes as the maximum size(s)
for medium and large objects, respectively. In the simulation, an object size is selected
on a random basis within its range. A distribution S : M : L of 1 : 1 : 1 means that the
database is composed of an equivalent number of small, medium and large objects. As
the number of objects is fixed, ranging the distribution of the object sizes translates into
mapping less or more data along the air channel.
Next-node ratio: During the course of a query, objects are either accessed via the
existing semantic links among them or in a random fashion. This parameter defines the
ratio between accessing the next object, either along a semantic link or on a random basis.
A C : R ratio of 10 : 1 means that for all accesses between two objects, 10 are based on
a connection basis and 1 on a random basis. For our simulation, and based on the OO7
benchmark, we choose a default ratio of 8 : 2.
Out-degree distribution: This parameter indicates the distribution of the number of out
edges stemming from a node within the graph. An out-degree of 0 indicates a sink node.
Analyzing the connections within the class hierarchy of the OO7 benchmark, we chose
a ratio of distribution of out-degrees of 0, 1, 2, and 3 of [3 : 3 : 2 : 1] as the default value.
We ranged the value of the distribution of each out-degree between 1–6.
Level distribution: The level of connectivity between two objects represents the semantic distance between the two objects. Based on [7, 9, 10], we distinguished nodes with
three levels of connectivity–weak, normal, and strong. A level distribution of [1 : 1 : 1]
means that the connectivity among the objects within the database is equally divided
into weak, normal, and strong connections. We choose a distribution of [1 : 1 : 1] as the
default value and varied the range for each level between 1 and 3.
Percentage of popular objects and replication frequency: Considering our financial database, it is natural to assume that a security that has more investors is accessed
more often than the others. Due to the 20/80 rule, we set 20% as the default value for the
percentage of popular objects in the database. The replication frequency designates the
frequency at which popular objects are to be replicated on the air channel. We choose 2 as
the default value for the frequency of replicating all popular objects and vary this number
between 1 and 10.
Average access delay: The output parameter is used to measure the effectiveness of the
proposed organization scheme. This work is intended to reduce the delay(s) incurred in
accessing a series of objects. We define the access delay as the time elapsed between the
end of accessing one object and the start of accessing another within the same query.
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5.2.
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Simulation and results

The simulator is composed of two stages. The first entails structuring the access pattern
object graph, based on certain statistical parameters, and mapping it along the air channel
using various mapping algorithms. In order to get a wide spectrum of possible graphs, we
define a set of parameters that have their influence on how both algorithms map the objects
along the channel. These parameters are: (i) the percentage of non-free nodes, (ii) the depths
of all trees that exist within the graph, and (iii) the amount of sharing that exist between
trees through non-free nodes. Varying these statistical parameters, we generated 500 access
graphs that were used as part of our testbed. In addition, we simulated three mapping algorithms. The first was a non-linear children-depth first clustering algorithm [4]. This clustering scheme was chosen, since it outperforms the conventional schemes for non-weighted
dags in the conventional environment. The second and third were based on our suggested
schemes using PARIALLYLINEARORDER and APPROXIMATELINEARORDER algorithms.
In the second stage, our simulator generated requests and accessed the required objects
from the air channel. Similar to the queries in the OO7 benchmark, during each run, in each
query an average of 20 objects were accessed. These objects were accessed either through
their semantic links or randomly (following the [C : R] value of the next-node ratio). The
simulator measured the average access delay. In order to generate each point, the simulator
was run 100,000 times. We assumed a broadcast data rate of 1M bit/sec and show the results
in terms of seconds.
• Number of objects: Figure 10 shows the effects of varying the number of objects on
the average access delay. Both proposed schemes (APPROXIMATELINEARORDER and

Figure 10.

Total number of objects.
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PARTIALLYLINEARORDER) performed better than the conventional children-depth first.
This is due to the fact that the linearity feature is not supported in the children-depth
first algorithm. As can be seen in all three cases, the average access delay increased as
the total number of objects increased. The mapping of additional nodes on the broadcast introduced extra delays between the retrieval of two consecutive objects. Taking
a closer look at this effect, we observe that this extra delay is mainly due to an increase in the distance for objects that are retrieved randomly (not based on their semantic
links). Since the goal of both algorithms is to cluster semantically related objects close
to one another, adding extra objects had only a minimal effect on the distance separating semantically related objects. The APPROXIMATELINEARORDER algorithm outperformed the PARTIALLYLINEARORDER algorithm. This is due to the fact that the latter
attempts to cluster strongly connected objects closer to one another than loosely connected
ones and, hence, compromises the linearity property for the loosely connected objects.
This compromise overshadowed the benefit and is amplified as the number of objects
increased.
In order to get a better insight on how the results of our proposed schemes compare
with the optimal case, we constructed two graphs each with 10 nodes. We excluded any
replication from this experiment. The default values of all the input parameters were used
(except for the replication parameters). We generated the optimal sequence through an
exhaustive search among all the possible sequences, and ran both of our proposed schemes. The average access delay was measured. The results of APPROXIMATELINEARORDER
and PARTIALLYLINEARORDER were 79 and 76%, respectively, of the values achieved by
the optimal case.
• Size distribution: Figure 11 shows the effects of varying the distribution of the object
size among small, medium and large. As expected, the smallest average access delay
took place when the air channel contained smaller objects (point [6 : 0 : 0]). However,
as the population of objects shifted towards the larger objects, the average access delay
increased (point [0 : 0 : 6]).
• Next-node Ratio: Figure 12 depicts the effect of varying the ratio of the next-node
access type. At one extreme (C : R = 10 : 0), all objects are accessed along the semantic
links. In this case, since all connected objects are clustered close to one another, the
average access delay is at a minimum. The delay, however, increased as more objects
are accessed randomly. Also, where all the accesses are on a random basis, clustering
(and linearity) does not improve the performance, and all mapping algorithms perform
equally.
• Out-degree distribution: Figure 13 shows the effect of varying the out-degree distribution within the graph structure. The first point in the graph ([9 : 0 : 0 : 0]) assumes
that all the nodes within the graph have an out-degree of zero—there is no semantic
link among the objects. This is similar to stating that any access to any object within
the graph is done on a random basis. In general, the average access delay is reduced
as more connectivity is injected in the access graph. It is interesting to note that in our
environment, it would be more desirable to deal with more, but simpler, objects than with
few complex objects on the air channel. This is mainly due to the fact that nodes with
higher out-degrees change the structure of the graph causing it to become wider rather
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Figure 11.

Object size distribution.

Figure 12.

Next-node ratio.
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Out-degree distribution.

than deeper, and thus introducing more “interrupting” breadth nodes which the suggested
algorithms attempts to avoid.
• Percentage of popular objects and replication frequency: The simulator also measured the effect of varying the percentage of popular objects and the replication frequency.
The effect of these two parameters on the total number of objects on the air channel is
identical. This is because increasing the percentage of popular objects replicates a higher
percentage of the original objects along the air channel, and increasing the replication frequency replicates the same popular objects more frequently on the air channel. Therefore,
from the access pattern perspective, the semantic of the accesses are different however,
their effects on the average access delay is the same. In both cases, the average access
delay increased as either parameter increased. Figure 14 shows the effect of modifying
the percentage of popular objects.
• Level distribution: Throughout the previous analyses, we observed that the approximation algorithm outperformed, in general, the optimal partially non-linear one (the
justification for that was provided when the effect of increasing the total number of objects in the system was discussed). In this section, we take a closer look at the details of
the mapping achieved by the PARTIALLYLINEARORDER. Setting all our input parameters
at their default values, we look at the average access delay for the objects connected
at different levels. We observe that the average access delay for objects connected
through strong connections is about 4.3 sec, whereas it is 7.3 and 7.6 sec for normal
and weak connected objects, respectively. (Note that it is the weighted average of these
three values along with that related to the randomly-accessed objects that produces the
overall average shown in all the previous graphs.) The interesting point in obtaining these
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Figure 14.
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percentage of popular objects.

results is that the improvement is considerable for the objects connected by a strong
connection; however, for a normal connection the performance was close to that of the
weak-connection case. This is due to the fact that the algorithm performs its best optimization for the strong-connection case. It does that by ignoring all weaker links and
by clustering at the granularity of a single node. When multi nodes are merged based
on the weaker links, the merging is performed at the granularity of a multi node. It is
for this reason that for a general case, where a dag assumes all the default values, the
PARTIALLYLINEARORDER algorithm performed worse than APPROXIMATELINEARORDER.
6.

Conclusion and future directions

Several mapping algorithms to organize objects on the air channel were studied. Heuristics were used to perform the mapping in polynomial time. The proposed algorithms were
intended to satisfy three requirements; namely, linearity, closer distance among strongly
connected objects, and replication of popular objects. In order to meet the first two requirements, two mapping algorithms were provided. The APPROXIMATELINEARORDER algorithm
is a greedy-based approximation algorithm that guarantees the linearity property and provides a solution in polynomial time. The PARIALLYLINEARORDER algorithm guarantees
the linearity property for the strongest related objects and relaxes the linearity requirement
for objects connected through looser links. An algorithm for objects’ replication was also
presented. The simulation results showed that the APPROXIMATELINEARORDER algorithm
offers a slightly better performance than the PARIALLYLINEARORDER mapping algorithm
at the expense of more complexity. However, both algorithms performed better than a
non-linear algorithm.
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This work attempts to find a mapping algorithm that reduces the access latency among
retrieved objects. Although minimizing the delay (minimizing the overall response time)
is essential in a database environment, for a mobile environment, other parameters such as
the overall energy consumption during the course of a query should also be taken into the
consideration [14]. We are currently investigating an indexing scheme for object retrieval
from the broadcast channel that reduces energy consumption. Furthermore, due to the
fact that multimedia objects are relatively larger than objects in many other applications,
research should be conducted in identifying the proper buffering schemes that should be
used. Conventional buffering schemes may assume a much larger storage requirement than
what is available on the mobile unit and require a large amount of I/O activity, which is not
inline with the power conservation policy required at the mobile unit.
Finally, this work concentrated on the proper mapping of database objects on a single air
channel. In the disk environment, we analyzed the mapping of objects on multiple parallel
disks [9]. Similarly, we are investigating the proper mapping of objects on multiple channels.
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